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Preface.

Presently, the complexity and duration of design processes is increasing.
When trying to master complexity and duration, an important aspect is
coordination:

between the people involved in a design process, spread over
various departments, cooperating in a number of tasks,
between tools: integrating CAD tools in a design environment.

The purpose of the graduation project described in this report is to improve
the understanding of the coordination aspects of a design process. Better
understanding of the coordination aspects might lead to (better) tools for
supporting coordination during design.

This report is divided into two parts.

Part I. The conversation for design.

Part I describes a study on social relations in a design environment,
performed at Eindhoven University of Technology during Karch - October 1987.

Chapter 1, 'CAD tools in a design environment', is an introduction to
part I.

Chapter 2, 'Networks of social relations', establishes a theoretical basis
for modelling networks of social relations.

In chapter 3, 'Design act theory', the theory of chapter 2 is tailored for
a network of social relations in a design environment.

In chapter 4, design act theory is the starting point for an analysis of
'Computer-supported coordination in design environments'.
Chapter 4 concludes part I.
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Part II. Design management using Sherpa DMS.

Part II is a practical continuation of the work described in part I.

Sherpa DMS is a design management system, employed by the Design Management
Systems (DMS) group of Philips, Corp.ISA, CAD Centre in Eindhoven.
In cooperation with the DMS group, Sherpa DMS was studied and applied in a
case during November 1987 - February 1988.

Chapter 5, 'Introduction: design management and design management systems',
provides a link between part I and part II: Sherpa DMS can be viewed as an
example of a 'computer coordinator', as discussed in part I. Furthermore,
chapter 5 introduces the DMS group.

Chapter 6 explains the functions of the 'Sherpa Design Management System'.

Chapter 7, 'Process analysis', describes the first phase of introducing a
design management system like Sherpa DMS in a design environment.

In chapter 8, 'Installation in Sherpa DMS', the results of a process
analysis are mapped onto the functions of Sherpa DMS.

Chapter 9, 'Verification of an installation', discusses the verification of
the consistency between the results of process analysis and installation in
Sherpa DMS.

Chapter 10, defines a 'Case study: user documentation for professional
products'.

Chapter 11, 'Userdoc: process analysis and installation' applies the
material of chapters 6 - 9 to the Userdoc case.

Finally, chapter 12, 'Testing the installation; role game', addresses the
testing of the installation built for the Userdoc case.
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PART I. THE CONVERSATION POR DESIGN



Part I. The conversation for design.

1. CAD tools in a design enviro~ent.

1.1. Introduction.

Combining elements out of social sciences with computer science is the
central idea for this graduation project, and by doing so open paths for
research: finding ways to improve the integration of CAD tools in design
environments.

An adequate understanding of what designers do and how they work in a design
environment is needed. 'Design environment' in this context means the sum of
designers, design teams (project teams), management, and (computer-)
support.

A theoretical basis for looking at design environments must be established.
In order to develop such a theoretical basis, the network of relations in a
design environment must be examined.

It will be shown that understanding social interactions in design
environments is related to recognizing the network of linguistic actions
during a design process: symbolic (hence linguistic) objects are created,
manipulated, and communicated.

The understanding of CAD tools in a design environment centres on the role
they will play in mediating and facilitating linguistic action as the
central activity.
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1.2. Scope of part I.

Nowadays, design processes are characterized by increasing complexity and
duration. Furthermore, only at the end of the design process a working model
is available, so consequences of design decisions become apparent at a (too)
late stage in the process.

Efforts are in progress to relieve this situation by means of CAD tools.
For example, CAD tools useful in the design of VLSI. These can be split into
five classes:

1. Checking and verification tools.
checking of behaviour according to specification.

2. Analysis tools.
power consumption, settling time.

3. Optimization tools.
optimize performance, module placement within given
constraints.

4. Synthesis tools.
combination of construction procedures and optimization
algorithms:
decomposition of a logic function into a minimum number of
gates, or find a good floor plan from a connectivity
diagram.

5. High-level decision and coordination tools.
suggest particular solutions, coordinate design activities.

Building tools in the classes 1 through 5 becomes progressively more
difficult. Checking and verification tools are the first to become viable,
helping to eliminate well-defined mistakes.
At the higher levels of the design hierarchy, tools have not claimed much
ground yet. Functional simulators are used to verify the correctness of the
functional behaviour and to obtain some idea of the expected performance.
Optimization and synthesis tools are the subject of active research.

Tools in the lower classes (1 - 3) operate in a purely technical domain
(calculations on data). In class 5, the domain is the 'human mind': support
decision making and coordinate design activities.

Tools are important at all the levels of the design hierarchy.
As larger and larger systems are designed, better tools at the higher
levels in the design hierarchy are needed.
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The introduction of CAD influences the way designers and design teams work.
Three levels can be discerned:

1.

2.

3.

designer

design team

design environment

CAD tool,

CAD environment,

design automation.

To support the introduction of CAD, the influence of CAD on each level needs
to be understood.
At the lowest level, the interaction between designer and CAD tool can be
depicted as follows:

r->--- construct ---)--.....

I

designer design cycle CAD-tool

I

I
L-..<-- evaluate <__--I

Figure 1.1. Relationship designer - CAD tool.

A designer 'constructs' a solution to a problem. Using a CAD tool, he is
able to 'evaluate' his solution. If necessary, the designer repeats the
'design cycle'.

At design team/CAD environment level, several design teams cooperate in a
common design project. CAD tools coordinate their activities and guide the
design process.

The design environment/design automation level is primarily a management
level, responsible for support of the lower levels.
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As explained in section 1.1, elements of social sciences will be mixed with
computer science. Consequently, the scope of part I of this report will be
CAD tools of class 5 (high level decision and coordination) on the levels 2
and 3.

Basically, CAD tools can be seen as coordinating, stimulating and guiding
the creativity of designers and design teams.
CAD tools are an extension to the creativity of designers and design teams.
For this reason, the notion of 'creativity' was taken as a starting point
for the analysis in the next sections.
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2. Networks of social relations.

2.1. Creativity and social interactions.

In his course notes 'System Technology II', pl-l, Koomen cites the Oxford
dictionary:

"Creative:

Koomen continues:

;showing imagination as well as routine skill"

"It is the routine skill we try to capture and put into a scientific
framework. Ve have to develop the techniques to reason about designs - be it
hardware or software - along well-established rules."

Taking creativity as a starting point, a path to formalization of the
reasoning associated with designing systems is found by describing the
routine skill of an individual designer (for example a programmer).

A completely different path is opened when one realizes that creativity is a
human quality, emerging in social interactions. By describing social
interactions, one can try to find a model for these interactions. From
manipulations of the model, conclusions can be drawn for computer tools that
support social interactions.

Studying human social relations is an ambitious task: it will contain parts
of

sociology
psychology
philosophy

(nature and growth of social relations),
(individuals in a social network), and
(what does it mean to exist in a network of social
relations?).

Furthermore, when trying to map the results of this study on the design of
computer tools, knowledge is needed of computer science.

A survey of literature using keywords like 'creativity', 'CAD', 'man-machine
relations', and 'man-machine systems' produced little useful material.
One study, though, was found that tries to develop a theory for designing
human-friendly computer tools. The study was performed in 1985 by T.Vinograd
and F.Flores, and described in a book called 'Computers and Cognition'.
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The body of material in 'Computers and Cognition' is accessible and
understandable only after considerable effort.
The authors try to build a general theory for the design of computer tools,
ranging from text editors to decision support systems. The generality is the
weakest point of the theory: it causes the theory to be very abstract, that
is, in practical situations the theory needs expansion.
The strongest point of Winograd and Flores' work is the solid basis they
provide for their theory. Especially the explanation of the studies on
'meaning' and 'interpretation' of the philosopher Heidegger is impressive.
The reading of 'Computers and Cognition' is recommended to anyone interested
in this area.

In this report, two concepts from the study of Winograd and Flores are used
to build a theory about social relations in design environments. These
concepts are: 'cognitive systems' and 'speech act theory'.
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2.2. Cognitive systeas.

Human beings take part in a network of social relations. Winograd and Flores
call such a network a cognitive system:

"A cognitive system is a system whose organization defines a domain of
interactions in which it can act with relevance to the maintenance of
itself, and the process of cognition is the actual (inductive) acting or
behaving in this domain." (Winograd & Flores, page 47)

In other words:
Every participant in a cognitive system is always trying to maintain
himself in the system, by acting within pre-defined boundaries.

In this perspective, creativity can be seen as an instrument for cognition:
someone's creativity determines partly his success in a cognitive system.

Descriptions of the behaviour of cognitive systems can be given in two ways.

One description deals with the structure of the system and how that
structure determines the behaviour. Such a description is essentially
ahistorical.

The second description is based on consensus:
A cognitive system has accumulated a consensus, based on a (historical)
pattern of interactions by which the system came to be. The consensus
determines what actions mayor may not be performed by a participant of the
cognitive system at any moment.
Actions within the consensus generate interlocked patterns of behaviour. In
the interaction between them, each participant undergoes a process of
change and the consensus evolves through time. Central goal in the
interactions is always the demand of each participant for maintaining
himself.

The first description is static, the second is dynamic and stresses the
evolution of a cognitive system through consensus.

Building on the 'consensus' concept, behaviour in a cognitive system can be
denoted as linguistic behaviour.
The building block of a pattern of interaction is a language act. A number
of language acts define a consensus, or: a consensual language exists among
the members of a cognitive system. The language is continually regenerated
through linguistic activity.
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The basic function of language is not the transmission of information or the
description of objects about which can be reasoned, but the creation of a
consensus for behaviour between linguistically interacting members of a
cognitive system.
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2.3. Speech act theory.

For cognitive systems, a fundamental question is:

Vhat kinds of actions are performed in language?

Language acts must be felicitous - appropriate to the context in which they
are uttered. In speech act theory, Searle classified all language acts as
embodying one of five fundamental illocutionary points:

1. Assertives:
the speaker commits himself to something being true.

2. Directives:
attempt to get the hearer to do something: questions,
commands.

3. Commissives:
commit the speaker to some future course of action.

4. Expressives:
express psychological feelings about a state of affairs.
Includes acts such as apologizing and praising.

5. Declarations:
bring about the correspondence between the propositional
content of the speech act and reality.

Two speech acts (such as a polite question and a demand for information) may
differ in their illocutionary force (manner and degree) while having the
same illocutionary point (in this case a directive). The fact that an
utterance involves a proposition about some topic, such as the speaker's
attendance at a particular meeting at a particular time, is its
propositional content.

The essential importance of illocutionary point is the specification of a
set of primitives for modelling patterns of commitment, entered into by
speaker and hearer by virtue of taking part in the conversation.
The speaker must engage himself into a specific commitment, that is,
indicate that in certain situations he will draw certain consequences for
action. Every language act has consequences for the participants, leading to
other immediate actions and to commitments for future action.

Regularities in the use of language grow out of mutual coupling among
language users.
By finding the appropriate domain of recurrence, these regularities can be
discovered.
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The relevant regularities are not in individual speech acts (embodied in
sentences). They appear in the domain of conversation, in which successive
speech acts are related to one another. This domain is relational and
historical.

A pattern of speech acts forms a conversation for action. An example for
two participants A and B:

A: request B: promise B: assert A: declare
1 -----;> 2 --------:;> 3 -----;> 4 ----~;> 5

Figure 2.1. Conversation for action.

1. A makes a request (directive),
2. B promises to 'satisfy' the request (commissive),
3. B asserts that the request is fulfilled (assertive),
4. A declares to be satisfied (declaration).

A conversation for action is a recurrent pattern of commitments.
The analysis of this network can be used as a basis for further dimensions
of recurrent structure in conversations. These include temporal relations
among the speech acts, and the linking of conversations with each other.

Summarizing, the steps taken by Winograd and Flores are:

1. A cognitive system models a network of social relations.

2. A cognitive system has accumulated a consensus, evolved from
patterns of behaviour.

3. Behaviour in a cognitive system is linguistic, employing language
acts.

4. Speech act theory defines a classification of language acts.

5. A conversation for action is shaped by recurrent patterns of
commitments, expressed in speech acts.
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A design environment can be viewed an example of a cognitive system.

The theory developed by Winograd and Flores can be expanded, and applied to
design environments.
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3. Design act theory.

A designer in a design team acts within his own personal background. The
communications the designer will meet, are:

designer
designer

<--> CAD tool, CAD network,
<--> colleagues in the design team and management of

the design organization.

Suppose each designer has his own personal CAD workstation. These stations
are connected via a computer network.
A designer can contact his fellow-designers using the network or by person
to-person conversation.
The figure below gives a view of this 'communication structure'.

Design
)

Project

Designer

CAD -

environment

Design teams

Final
)

Design

Figure 3.1. Communication structure.
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The communication structure is used to set up and maintain patterns of
design commitments. Building blocks for the communication can be derived
from Searle's 'speech act theory'.

Design act theory is a dedicated subset of speech act theory.
The table below states the taxonomy of design acts and their counterparts in
speech act theory:

design act speech act

design request 1 directive

(final)
result acknowledgement 2 declaration

(preliminary)
result report 3 assertive

design accept 4 commissive

Using the numbers from the table, a design process can be depicted as:

<---,
I
I

3 -)-'

l'
I
I

""---_) 4 __)---.J

~-- 1 (-----.

l'
I
I

r<-2
I
I
L-)

design accept

result report

result acknowledge

design request

Figure 3.2. Design process.
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When a design team gets involved in a design process, the design work will
be divided among the members of the design team. Each designer will get a
design request for his part of the design. The designer will accept this
job, or he will try to negotiate changes in the job before he issues his
design acceptance.

When the designer has finished his design work, he will report his result.
The design manager will judge the result and, when satisfied, issue a result
acknowledge.

The diagram below gives a simplified example of a conversation for design.

The glossary of symbols for the diagram is:

DR design request
DA design accept
RR result report
RA result acknowledge

n negotiate
m modify

d1, d2, d3 ... designers

14



Design project

management:DR1
d1~ 'ld3:DR3 l' ~nd<+4::LDR4

n I d2:DR21 n ~~

1d4:
DA

RA~ RA'\ IRA

management:~L
Figure 3.3. Conversation for design.

RA

Each speech act has an 'illocutionary force' and a 'propositional content'.
Likewise, a design act can differ in illocutionary force (manner and degree)
while having the same purpose (for example DR). The fact that a design act
represents a proposition about some design topic is its propositional
content.
The taxonomy of design acts classifies the space of possibilities as a
universal basis during design.
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Several points about the 'conversation for design' deserve note:

1. At each point in the conversation, there is a small set of
possible actions determined by the previous history. The concern
here is the basic structure, not the details of content.

2. All the relevant acts are linguistic.

3. The conversation network does not say what designers 'should' do,
or deal with consequences of the acts. It describes what kinds of
actions are expected in a design conversation.

4. A design act can be solitary. Other design acts are part of a
conversation started by and controlled by the actor or some
other person.

Conclusion of this section:

Speech act theory can be converted to design act theory. By using design act
theory, organized design activities can be modelled.
Research has to be done for the usefulness of design act theory in
developing and using computer support in a design environment.
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4. eoaputer-supported coordination in design environaents.

4.1. Design environaents and the conversation for design.

Looking at the 'conversation for design', the characteristics of a design
environment are:

1. A design environment exist as a network of design directives and
commissives, as described in design act theory.

2. Unexpected breakdowns in the network will inevitably occur, and
the organization of the environment needs to recognize that
breakdowns cannot be foreseen. In coping with breakdowns, further
networks of design- directives and commissives are generated.

3. The people in an environment (including, but not limited to
managers) issue utterances, by speaking or writing, to develop
the conversations required in the environmental network. They
participate in the creation and maintenance of a process of
communication. At the core of this process is the performance of
linguistic acts that bring forth various kinds of commitments.

In design environments, the networks of commitments and the conversations
are becoming larger and more complex, and the complexity of design
processes has gone beyond the point where it can be controlled without
tools.

So far, many tools have been developed that are intended to facilitate the
activity of an individual designer alone. Such tools (including word
processors, program creation aids) are very useful, but they leave out the
essential dimension of collective work.
In a design environment the coordination of work is of central importance.
Computer-based tools can be used in requesting, creating, and monitoring
design commitments. They can provide relevant answers to the question 'Vhat
do I need to do?', or: 'Vhat is the status of my active commitments?'.

The primitives of design act theory and the conversation for design provide
a basis for the design of CAD tools to operate in design environments.
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4.2. A co.puter coordinator.

Every member in a design environment must be aware of the structure of
commitments listened to in the conversation for design. Tools can be
designed for working with this structure explicitly.
A computer tool could look like a coordinator, designed for constructing
and controlling conversation networks in distributed electronic
communication systems. Its objective is to make the interactions in a design
environment transparent.

There are surprisingly few building-blocks (the primitives of design act
theory) that frequently recur in a design conversation. The development of a
conversation requires selection among a certain finite set of possibilities
that is defined by the opening directive (design request) and the subsequent
responses.

A number of functions could be supported by a computer coordinator:

1. Design act origination.
For example, a designer performs a design act using the
coordinator by selecting from a small set of alternatives.
He indicates the propositional content in text, and
explicitly enters temporal relationships to other (past and
anticipated) acts.
The need to select among pre-structured alternatives
introduces a kind of 'coaching' that reveals the space of
possibilities of different acts.

2. Monitoring completion, keeping (temporal) relations.
The coordinator can keep track of where things stand and
when they will change. This can be used to generate
reminders and alerts based on a track of time relationships
within the network. Furthermore, status information can be
provided to the users about work in progress.

3. Examination of the network.
A user of the coordinator can display part of the
conversation network, showing the conversation and its
status, the individual commitments and requests, and their
relationships to others.
This may be useful when analyzing the efficiency and
effectivity of a design project in progress.

18



4. Automated application of recurrence.
In every organization situations recur that are handled in a
standard way. The coordinator can be given this pattern and
trigger the corresponding acts without direct intervention.

In using a coordinator, the user is faced with a restricted set of
possibilities. Because the illocutionary forces and temporality are
specified explicitly, it is necessary to be conscious of them.

It is important to realize, that the explicitness achieved by computer
coordination is valuable, but not equally applicable to all situations.
A design process is a network of linguistic actions, and designing cannot
be reduced to a representation of design acts, nor can language be reduced
to speech acts.

The coordinator deals with the domain within a design process that can be
formalized. This domain is crucial for coordination of design activities,
but also part of a larger informal domain: the domain of interpretation
(judgment) or, in other words, how does a someone in a design environment
interpret his job and how does this interpretation relate to the result of
his activities.

19



4.3. Integrating CAD tools in a eo_puter eoordinator.

So far, when discussing a computer coordinator, the focus has been on
enhancements to the productivity of groups by introducing computer-aided
coordination between the activities of the many contributors to a single
project. Coordination in the previous sections related to integration of
tasks with tasks and people with people.

Another important aspect of coordination in design environments is the
integration of tools with tools.

Returning to the VLSI example of chapter 1, if substantial support to
complex design projects is wanted then much work will lies in the production
of CAD tools in classes 1 to 4.
The behaviour of these tools is influenced by their place in the
coordination network. Some of them will be needed by all design projects
while other~ will be used by individual projects.

In addition, one can think of tools and facilities for
library and database maintenance,
editing text and graphics,
tool and facility development.

Figure 3.1. can now be refined:
Design team

Personal tools

Design
)

Pro ject

. Project tools

Final
)

Design

Figure 4.1. Communication structure.
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Summarizing, the effects of the integration of CAD tools in a coordination
structure may result in

integration of tools and facilities, tasks, and people,

direct support of standards (for example data exchange formats),

enhance individual productivity,

better communication between hardware and/or software modules,

positive effects on reliability and reusability of stored design
information.

21



4.4. Building a co.puter coordinator.

Computer-based environments are usually built on a foundation consisting of
an operating system together with a database. Many elements and structures
of this combination will return in a computer coordinator.

Compare a network integrating a computer coordinator to networks driven by
conventional operating systems:

In a conventional operating system, a user executes programs on his own
files or datasets or on others to which he has access. The computer
performs a sequence of tasks for the user.
The operations are user-concurrent without interference between the users.
Relatively static mechanisms are used to control access.

In a computer coordinator, a user is an actor in a set of commitments. The
user has access to a body of information for each of these commitments. The
status of the commitments can be examined, and design acts can be performed
for any commitment where an act is called for, or is possible.
A team of designers operates in the domain of conversations for design. The
effectivity and efficiency of the design process depends on the conversation
structure. The coordinator provides a tool for explicitly working with this
conversation.
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Conclusions of Part I.

1. Realizing that creativity is a human quality, emerging in social
interactions, opens a path to modelling these interactions.
From manipulations of the model, conclusions can be drawn for
computer tools that support social interactions.

2. Speech act theory embodies a set of primitives for modelling
patterns of activities.
Design act theory is a subset of speech act theory, describing
organized design activities.

3. Based on a computer network and operating system, a computer
coordinator can be introduced in a design environment, embodying
a set of primitives derived from design act theory.

4. Tools and facilities are incorporated in the computer coordinator
to support the specific design tasks.

S. A computer coordinator can improve the effectivity and efficiency
of a design process.
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PART II. DESIGN MANAGEMENT USING SHERPA OMS



Part II. Design lUlIUlgeaent using Sherpa DMS.

5. Introduction: design aanageaent and design aanageaent systeas.

In part I, the integration of people (designers, managers, support
personnel), tasks, and tools in a design environment is examined and the
development of a 'computer coordinator' to support this integration is
discussed.

A practical continuation of the theoretical work described in part I was
found by looking at industrial efforts for 'computer coordination'.

Within Philips, Corp.ISA, CAD Centre, the Design Management Systems (DMS)
group is engaged in the introduction of design management systems in the
Phi 11 ps company.

Design management is the process which controls all design aspects and their
interrelationships during design and subsequent transformation into a
product.
More specifically, design management comprises a class of functions which
are characterized by the use of metadata for

describing the design process (process management),
augmenting the semantics of design data (data management).

Improving the effectivity of the product design process is the goal of
design management.

A part of the functions of design management can be automated, and
implemented in a design management system.
Compared to a 'computer coordinator' as described in part I, the
similarities between a OMS and a coordinator are:

1. Both aim at improving the effectivity of the design process.

2. Both are built on an operating system together with a database.

3. Both will contain mechanisms for
monitoring completion of design steps, keeping temporal
relations between design activities.
automated application of recurrence.
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The difference is:

1. The starting points are completely different.
A OMS concentrates on data management and process
management: VHAT is to be designed and HOV (in what order)
it must be accomplished.
A computer coordinator focuses on a 'conversation for
design': VHO is involved in a design project and VHERE lie
his responsibilities (commitments).

The OMS group employs the design management system Sherpa on a commercial
basis. Sherpa OMS is applied at several Philips design groups.

Sherpa OMS can be considered as an example of a 'computer coordinator' at
present.
The next chapters describe Sherpa OMS and an example of a process
installation in Sherpa OMS. The example concerns the development of user
documentation for professional products.
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6. Sherpa Design Manageaent System.

6.1 Introduction.

Sherpa OMS offers a software system for data management and process
managemen t .

As for data management, Sherpa DMS can manage any type of file (text,
drawings) and track different versions of each file or group of files.
The tracking facilities ensure sharing of common data among engineers and
designers and the use of correct file versions.
The management information is located centrally, but can be accessed from
any node of a network.
Data file storage can be distributed to all nodes of a network, access can
be from any node.

For process management, Sherpa DMS provides the concept of release
procedures.
A release procedure defines the rules for completing a project deliverable
(design data, managed by the design management system):

levels through which the deliverable must proceed,
conditions that must be met to promote to a level,
access authority at each level.

By using release procedures, the completion of all development steps in a
project is monitored, and the status of the project can be tracked.

NOTES.

Sherpa DMS manages data and the design process. For Sherpa DMS, the actual
contents of the data are of no importance.

No facilities for automatically guarding time schedules are incorporated
within Sherpa OMS.

Sherpa DMS is developed by Sherpa Corporation, USA, and runs on VAX/VMS
computers. UNIX versions become available in 1988.

The next section provides an overview of Sherpa DMS functioning. For
details, one can refer to documentation provided by Sherpa Corporation:
'Sherpa DMS Product Description' and 'Sherpa DMS Reference Manual'.
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6.2. Objects in Sherpa OKS.

Sherpa DMS is implemented using a relational database built on VAX/VMS.
The foundation of Sherpa DMS is formed by the use of data structures called
objects. The Sherpa DMS objects are:

1. Records.
Provide control and administrative information for files and
other records.
Records have a~ and a name.

2. Release procedures.
Contain procedures for product development and ensure that
all steps in the development process are completed.

3. Alerts.
A database activity can trigger a user-defined action based
on database activity, for example an alert that sends mail
messages to notify users of changes in the database.

4. Projects.
A database can be shared by several projects. Release
procedures available in the database can be assigned to a
project. A Sherpa DMS user can have access to one or more
projects.

S. Storages.
Enable data file storage to be distributed to multiple disk
devices within the network.

6. Database.
Repository for all other objects.
Vhen a database is created, user classes are defined. User
classes classify jobs, for example: user classes 'author',
'document project leader', 'development leader'.
Actual names of employees are assigned to a user class when
a project is started.
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6.3. Sherpa DMS functions.

Based on objects, the following Sherpa OMS functions are accomplished:

A. Oata management:

1. File management.
For every file that is to be managed a record is created.
The record contains information about the file, including a
pointer to the file.

2. Configuration management.
Records can be grouped in a configuration: a set of records
with hierarchical relationships between them.
In a con!iguration, a record can be a group record or a
component record (or both). This way, the parts of a product
can be reflected in a record configuration.
For example:
group record 'computer' has component records 'CPU',
'memory', and 'liD'. On its turn, the record 'CPU' can be a
group record, or it can contain pointers to files describing
the CPU-layout.
The relationship between a group record and its component
can be described using reference types.
Example:
the predefined reference type 'part' in the record structure
'computer':
'computer' --> 'part' --> 'CPU'

--> 'part' --> 'memory'
--> 'part' --> 'liD'.

3. Managing file storage.
A network configuration for Sherpa OMS consists of a single
OMS host node (containing the OMS database) and a number of
OMS remote nodes.
The database on the host node controls all files within the
system, though the files are distributed to different nodes.
Copies of a file are stored in multiple directories. This
data redundancy allows local access to files for users on
each node.
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B. Process management:

1. Release procedures and alerts.
A release procedure has a number of promotion levels,
representing the stages passed through during product
development.
At each level, checks are defined.
Three types of checks exist:

component checks: used for a group record;
specify the types of component records that
should be included,
file checks: Is a file attached to a record?
external checks: electronic signature of a OMS
user in a project.

Vhen all checks at a level are OK, the release procedure can
be promoted to that level.
Promotion of a record is a database activity performed by a
project user. For each level in a release procedure, user
privileges are defined. These determine which database
activities are allowed to a project user at that level.
Alerts are established to notify OMS users of some database
activity or to activate a computer process based on
database activity.

2. Status and history reporting facilities.
The current status of a file and the history of a its
progress through a release procedure is available in the
records.
Reports can be created and sent to an output file, based on
a pre-selected set of record attributes to be included in
the report.

3. Administration facilities.
Sherpa discerns three levels of administration:

System administrator:
handles installation and maintenance of
Sherpa OMS,

Database administrator:
assigns parts of the OMS database to projects
and users.

Project administrator
controls functions and personnel at project
level.
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6.4. Sherpa DHS overview.

Figure 6.1 shows the main aspects of Sherpa OMS, as discussed in the
previous sections.

System
administrator

Database
administrator(s)

OMS network

, ,
database 1 I database 2 I database N

I I
I

I
I

>JI

database 2

record types and reference types
release procedures alerts

storages
~-------------

database users user classes

I I

project 1 I project 2 I project M
I I

I

Project administrator(s)

project 2

database users assigned to user classes
access privileges of user classes to record types

record types assigned to release procedures

I

~

Users

Figure 6.1. Sherpa OMS overview.
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6.5. Setting up Sherpa OMS.

The 'Sherpa OMS Product Description' (chapter 2, pages 14,15) provides a
summary of the steps to follow when installing Sherpa in a design project.

The first two steps are:
- Determine project deliverables:

all the files that will be managed by the OMS,
Determine methodology:

tasks that are accomplished during design, order in which the
tasks should be performed, conditions and approvals that are
required for each task.

Together, these two steps are called the process analysis.

In practical situations, process analysis means
- Analyzing the product to be designed, and

Analyzing the design organization:
tools (hardware and software),
personnel (engineers and managers),
working methods (formal, informal),
cooperation and coordination among personnel,

between departments,
of personnel and tools.

A process analysis will be followed by the translation of the analysis data
into Sherpa OMS objects.
When finished, these objects can be loaded into the OMS database utilizing
the Sherpa OMS command language. The OMS commands can be executed through
either of two interfaces: SCI, the Sherpa Command Interface, or HLIIC, the
Host Language Interface for the C language. SCI is based on the Digital
Command Line (DCL) interface.
After completion of the set-up, the Sherpa OMS installation can be enabled.

A general outline for a process analysis is discussed in the next chapter,
followed by a chapter dealing with Sherpa OMS installation considerations.
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7. Process analysis.

7.1. Outline for a process analysis.

Once installed in a design process, it is very hard to make changes in the
Sherpa OMS installation. The database only allows minor updates.
This stresses the importance of an adequate process analysis. Put more
firmly, the success of a Sherpa OMS installation depends entirely on the
quality of the process analysis.
Reason enough to look more closely at process analysis and to try to find a
general approach for it.

For a process analysis, the following stages can be discerned:

A. Orientation.
The people of a design organization involved in the design
project invite the OMS consultant. The project methodology
('the way design projects are organized') is discussed in
general terms, without details.

B. Formalization of methodology.
The Sherpa consultant writes down ('formalizes') the
methodology of the design project:

tasks that have to be performed during the design
project,
the order of the tasks.

C. Review.
The results of B are examined by the design organization.
Changes can be proposed.

D. Detailing.
1. Specify the data (files) that will be produced during

design.
2. Determine responsibilities: who is responsible for what

part of the design project?
3. Define precise conditions and approvals that are

required for each task.

E. If necessary, repetition of B, C and D.
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NOTES.

1. The people in the design organization do not need to have knowledge of
Sherpa OMS.

2. Throughout process analysis, a perfect communication (mutual
understanding) between the participants (consultant, design people) is
essential.

3. Referring to part I of this report, a process analysis can be viewed as a
way to determine a 'conversation for design'.

As mentioned in the second note, communication is the keyword of a process
analysis. Furthermore, it is vital to structure the communication.
Consequently, when looking for a tool to support process analysis, two
features are important:

1. The tool must contain a set of primitives for structuring an
analysis,

2. The tool must be communicative: easy to read and to understand by
non-specialist users.

SART, Structured Analysis for Real-Time systems is such a tool, as explained
in the next section.
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7.2 SART: Structured analysis for real-ti_e syste~.

SART evolved from Yourdon's SA, Structured Analysis (lit.[7). SART can be
viewed as an enhanced version of SA. In this report, familiarity with SA is
assumed.
Compared to SA, SART offers events as a tool for modelling systems with
real-time aspects.

Events have no content. They are signals that indicate that something has
happened (for example an overflow of a vessel during a chemical reaction) or
give a command (enable activities).

Occurrences of events can be recorded in event stores.
An event store can be compared to a semaphore, with the usual reset,
signal, and wait operations.

The output of an event store is connected to a control transformation. This
transformation can execute a wait operation on the event store, enable data
transformations, and issue signals to other event stores.

The event mechanism in SART models the control flow in a system. The control
flow can be depicted in a control flow diagram.
Correspondingly, the data flow of a system is modelled by traditional
Structured Analysis data flow diagrams.

SART modelling is described extensively in lit.[8].

An example will help understand the SART tool.
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7.3. SART: Exaaple.

Glossary of notation for SART control flow and data flow:

- - - - ->

--------------ES

.- ...'" ,
I \
, CT I
\ /
'- _. ~ "

os

o

event

event store

control transformation

data flow

data store

data transformation

The example is taken from the Userdoc project as described in chapter 10:

Before a user manual can be written, it is necessary to have a planning and
a list of concepts for the development of the manual.
Planning and concepts are laid down in the Element Performance Specification
(EPS), based on User Requirement Specifications (URS), Norms (house style
rules), and a Service Preparation Plan (SPP).
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Algorithmically:

EPS-Production
BEGIN

wait(SPP-Checklist complete)
wait(Doc-URS complete)
wait(Norms complete)

enable(EPS-Construction)
wait-acknowledge

signal(EPS-Complete)
END.

Translated to a SART diagram:
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The diagram can be enhanced with descriptions (in plain english, or in the
algorithmic style used above) of the control-, and data transformations.

Together, the diagram and the description of the transformations are
produced during stage B of the process analysis.

Detailing takes place in stage D: diagram and descriptions reach their final
level.
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7.4. Advantages of SART .odelling during process analysis.

In short, the advantages are:

1. Abstractness.
During process analysis (.analysis of a design process in a
design organization preceding Sherpa DMS installation), a
SART model is more abstract then a model using Sherpa DMS
objects.
Consequently, a SART model is better suited for
communication between Sherpa OMS consultant and design
organization: only minimal knowledge of Sherpa OMS is
required to understand the analysis. Sherpa DMS details can
be filled in at a later moment.

2. SART is a graphically oriented modelling tool.
Control flow diagrams and data flow diagrams are better
understood than text. When analyzing a design organization
preceding a Sherpa OMS installation, SART diagrams provide a
flexible communication medium between Sherpa OMS consultant
and design organization.
Care must be taken that a large amount of diagrams does not
frustrate this communication.

3. Translation of SART models to Sherpa OMS objects is
straightforward: chapter 8.

4. Tools are available to support SART modelling, for example the
software package 'Teamwork'.
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8. Installation in Sherpa OMS.

8.1. Outline for an installation in Sherpa DMS.

Throughout process analysis, communication is the keyword. During
installation, understanding Sherpa DMS (database, command language, DMS
functions) is of key importance.

The results of the process analysis must be translated into a consistent
Sherpa DMS installation.
An installation outline can be derived from figure 6.1 and the data acquired
in the process analysis:

A. Define DMS network, set up database, appoint database and project
administrator(s).

B. Define record configuration:
- record types,
- reference types.

Load record configuration into the database.

C. Name the database users. Name the user classes.
Add them to database.

D. Define release procedures. Add them to database.

E. Define project:
assign database users to a user class,
define access privileges for user classes to record
types,
assign record types to release procedures.

Add to database.

F. Define alerts. Add to database.

G. Construct dedicated user interfaces.

The next section provides more details for the stages B, C, D, and E.
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8.2. Release procedure hierarchy.

In the detailing stage of process analysis, the files that will be produced
during a design project are specified. These files can be mapped to records
(. record types plus record names) and a record configuration.

Also, individual responsibilities have been determined. The responsibilities
are classified in user classes.
For each user class, a release procedure is defined. This release procedure
specifies the tasks (levels, checks) of the user class in the design
project, as determined during process analysis.

The result is a hierarchy of release procedures, reflecting the hierarchy of
responsibilities in the design project.
For example, the project leader (user class 'proj_leader') executes the
'master' release procedure. The master release procedure coordinates the
results of a set of 'slave' release procedures, figure 8.1:

Start ~
Finish

MASTER RELEASE PROCEDURE

Slave-l.l

Slave-2.1

r
Slave-l.2

Slave-2.2

1
Slave-1.3 Slave-1.4

Figure 8.1. Release procedure hierarchy.
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As another example, the hierarchy of responsibilities in the Userdoc project
(chapter 10) is briefly described here:

The document project leader is responsible for the production of user
documentation for a professional product, including translated versions. The
document project leader is the only member of the user class
'doc_proj_leader', executing the release procedure 'Userdoc'.
The actual assembly of the english versions of the user documentation is the
task of the technical writer. He is the only member of user class
'technical_writer', assigned to the release procedure 'draft_assembly'.
Finally, a staff of authors write the text for the chapters of the user
documentation. They are all member of user class 'author', their release
procedure is 'chapter_writing'.

The synchronization between the release procedures is accomplished by:

1. External checks.
A sign off of a user class at a level in the release
procedure of another user class. The release procedure
cannot proceed until the sign off has been given.

2. Component checks.
A member of a user class cannot continue his work if a
component is missing that has to be provided by another user
class.

Precise details for each release procedure follow directly from the
detailing stage of the process analysis. Hore concrete:

1. A record type is assigned to each release procedure, representing
the type of data that is guided by the procedure,

2. Levels within the release procedure, with
- external checks,
- component checks,
- filechecks.

The content of this section is exemplified by a small example
in section 8.3.
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8.3. Exaaple.

Again, an example is found in the Userdoc project.

The source material for user documentation is produced by the development
department. The development leader is responsible. A SART diagram resulted
from the process analysis:
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The resulting release procedure can be found in appendix B.2.3: release
procedure 'Development'.
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8.4. Reaarks.

1. The outline for an installation as given in this chapter is
customized for Sherpa OMS.

2. The functions and the possibilities of Sherpa OMS are complex. It
is recommended that the Sherpa consultants meet at regular
intervals to exchange their experiences in installing Sherpa OMS.

3. Stage G in the installation outline prescribes the construction
of user interfaces. This way, Sherpa OMS is made transparent to
the users. A Sherpa installation without dedicated user
interfaces is too complex to operate for non-specialist users.

4. Practical advantages of a Sherpa OMS installation:
The methodology of a design process is laid down in
Sherpa OMS release procedures.

Control of design process is improved.
Tasks and order of tasks are clear to all the
members of the design team.

The history of a file's progress through the release
cycle is available and can be accessed easily.

Monitoring the progress of a design process helps
identifying bottlenecks and offers a possibility
to improve the design process in the future.

5. It must be realized, that Sherpa OMS is a tool. Sherpa OMS does
not impose a design methodology. It only allows formalization of
a design methodology, and then ensures that it is followed.
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9. Verification of an installation.

The results of a process analysis are translated into a Sherpa OMS
installation. The question posed in this chapter is:

Can ways be found to verify (automatically) the correctness of the
translation?

First, an overview in order to state the question more clearly.

9.1. Overview of process analysis and installation.

Installing Sherpa OMS within a design project:

design organization

I I

I design project I
I I

process analysis
I

installation

® -)
/1'

Sherpa OMS functions

Sherpa OMS

Figure 9.1. Process analysis and installation.

The process analysis can be viewed as the 'specification' of a design
project. Consequently, the installation is its 'implementation'. Are
specification and implementation consistent?

One can try to find an answer in formal verification using Milner's CCS,
Calculus of Communicating Systems.
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9.2. Formal verification using CCS.

The Calculus of Communicating Systems is developed by Hilner. An
introduction to CCS can be found in [1].

This chapter is not meant to be exhaustive on its subject. It is an
orientation to verifying a Sherpa OHS installation, applying an algebraic
technique.

An (simplified) example will guide this introduction.

Suppose (after a process analysis) that the Userdoc project consists of
three steps:

'raw text' and 'raw_pictures' is produced by a development
department,
the Userdoc project planning is laid down in 'eps',
a group of authors writes a piece of documentation: 'manual'.

The three steps can be written down in CCS behaviour expressions, defining
the behaviour of the main process:

inputs:
outputs:

eps, raw_text, raw_pictures, manual
draft_ready

Behaviour equations:

(Initial state: OocProcess. After an 'eps' input action, denoted
by a '?', state DP1 is reached:)

DocProcess= eps?: DPl
(When raw_text and raw pictures are collected, DP2 is the next
state:)

DP1= raw_text?: raw pictures?: DP2
(Source material is available, so the manual can be written:)

DP2= manual?: DP3
{The output action 'draft_readyl', denoted by a 'I', signals the
completion of this process; return to initial state:}

DP3= draft_readyl: DocProcess
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In the installation, this main process is decomposed in five subprocesses:

1. EPS_production: construction of eps,
2. Development: collecting 'raw text & pictures',
3. Draft_Assembly: assembly of the draft and release by release board,
4. Manual: actual production of the text for 'manual',
5. Userdoc: coordination of subprocesses 1 - 4.

Every subprocess is mapped onto a Sherpa release procedure. This way, five
release procedures result.
Some characteristics are:

only one responsibility (Sherpa user class) is assigned to a
release procedure.
Sherpa release procedures can be viewed as deterministic
processes: a sequence of levels is defined as a single trace.

For converting release procedures to CCS expressions, a way must be found to
represent user classes.

The responsibility of a user class appears in external checks: signoffs at a
level in a release procedure.

Expressed in CCS:

<user class>= <user class>_signoffl: <user class>

The user classes are, related to the release procedures 1 to 5 above:

<user class>:=
doc proj_leader
eps_writer
developm_leader

technical writer
author

(document project leader, rel.proc. 5),
(rel.proc.1),
(project leader of development department,
rel.proc. 2)
(leader of author-group, rel.proc. 3)
(rel.proc. 4)
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At any moment, a release procedure is at a certain level. As soon as the
tasks at that level are accomplished, the release procedure can be promoted
to the next level. In Sherpa OMS, the promotion activity is performed by the
user class assigned to that procedure.
In CCS terms:

<level>. <task!>?: <task2>?: .... : <user class>_prom: <next level>

Subprocesses (that is, release procedures) communicate by means of
'results'. A 'result' is

an output action: a release procedure signals its
arrival at a level,

or
an input action: a release procedure can be continued
only after another release procedure has reached a
predefined level.

The 'result
signal
wait

mechanism'
<-->
<-->

can be compared to semaphores:
result output action,
result input action.
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9.3. Syntax for release procedures.

Customized for CCS, a syntax for release procedures can now be defined.

A release procedure has inputs and outputs. A user class is assigned to a
release procedure:

inputs:= {list of tasks to be performed by the release procedure,
including result-inputs}

outputs:= {list of results; communication to other release procedures}
responsibility: <user class>

The behaviour of a release procedure is described by a number of CCS·
behaviour expressions. Each level of the release procedure is a state in a
CCS behaviour expression:

<level i>
<level i>1

==> {level i in a release procedure}
==> {intermediary level, reached after result output

action}

Two types of behaviour expressions are now possible:

1.

2.

<levelexpression>
<level i>=

<level i>=
<level i>1=

==>
<task i1>?: <task i2>?:
<user class>_prom:
<level i+1>

<result>l: <level i>1
<task i1>?: <task i2>?:- -
<user class>_prom:
<level i+1>
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User classes, as defined before:

<user class>
==> doc proj_leader
==> eps_writer
==> developm_leader

==> technical writer
==> author

Promote actions:

(document project leader, rel.proc. 5),
(reI.proc.l),
(project leader of development
department, rel.proc. 2)
(leader of author-group, rel.proc. 3)
(reI. proc. 4)

<user class>_prom ==> (promote action performed by <user class»

Three kinds of tasks can be discerned:

<task_ij> ==> <data task 'j', at level 'i'>
(input of produced data, for example
raw_text)

==> <user class>_signoff
==> <result input>
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9.4. Verification.

The behaviour expressions of the subprocesses are summarized in appendix D.

User classes are represented by a single behaviour expression, see section
9.2, page 46.

In CCS, verification means checking for observation congruence of the
behaviour of main process and the behaviour of the combined subprocesses.

The 'expansion algorithm' of Milner is a tool for calculating the combined
behaviour of a 'parallel composition':

Userdoc I EPS_production I Development
Manual I <all user classes>

Draft_Assembly

\ {all tasks, results, and promote actions, except
raw_text?, raw_pictures?, manual?, eps?,
draft_ready!}

A promote action is a communication between user class and Sherpa OMS.
These communications are translated into internal actions.

The calculation of the parallel composition above is straightforward, and
not treated in this report.

Expansion algorithm and tau-l law show observation congruence of the
behaviour of main process and communicating subprocesses.
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9.5. Conclusions and remarks.

1. Checking the consistency of process analysis and installation in
Sherpa OMS is valuable: errors during installation can be
prevented.

2. Sherpa DMS release procedures can be expressed in Milner's CCS.

3. Formal verification in CCS shows observation congruence of a
'specification' (process analysis) and an 'implementation'
(installation) of a design process in Sherpa DMS.

4. Further research is necessary, see remarks below.

REMARKS.

So far, release procedures were presented as deterministic processes, having
a single trace.
In practice, this is not true: non-determinism arises because in Sherpa DMS
a promote action does not necessarily mean promotion to the next level. At
each level in a release procedure, 'negative' promotion (=demotion) is
allowed to every lower level.
Demotion can be required when, for example, the release board in subprocess
Draft_Assembly (state DA21) refuses its signoff because the board is not
satisfied with 'manual'. Subprocess Manual will now be demoted to state M1,
Draft_Assembly to DA1, etc., (appendix D lists the behaviour expressions of
the subprocesses).

Incorporating demotion in the behaviour expression for user classes:

<user class>=
+

<user class> signoff!: <user class>
<user class> demote!: <user class>

It will be clear that (generally) demotion must be avoided as much as
possible. Unfortunately, situations in which demotion is necessary cannot
always be foreseen.

Conclusion 1 still remains valid: it is functional to examine the
translation of process analysis into installation.
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10. Case study: user documentation for professional products.

10.1. Introduction.

User documentation is an integral part of professional products.
Vhen developing a product, a number of project deliverables will be
discerned. One of the deliverables is the user documentation, so the
technical designing of a product and the writing of its documentation are in
part performed simultaneously.

Vriting documentation for a professional product is a complex task: usually
several binders are required having separate versions, for example a
debugger manual for different target microprocessors.

The management of Philips, I&E, has commissioned a Vorking Group Electronic
Publishing to specify an analysis and architecture for developing customer
oriented documentation.

The specification is recorded in a report: 'Electronic Publishing; Analysis
and Architecture for Customer Oriented Documentation'. In short: the
COD Report. The study in this report is meant to become a standard for the
Documentation and Publication departments of Service, Development,
Application, Sales and others within I&E Eindhoven.

The COD Report contains an analysis of all activities needed for the
creation of a document in a number of data flow diagrams.
The sections below give an interpretation of these data flow diagrams. In
the interpretation, data aspects (order of the tasks that have to be
performed) and control aspects (control of the documentation process) have
been separated.
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10.2 The COD Report: data path.

The input for the data path is provided by the 'Development' department:
they provide source material for the documents that must be produced.

A technical writer collects the text &pictures in a database as basic input
for the documentation system.

After selection and arrangement of the data in the database by the technical
writer, two bodies of data remain:

- raw text (-files),
- raw pictures (-files).

During the next phase, the technical writer converts the raw text to
composed text, and the raw pictures to pictures that are best comprehended.

In the COD Report, a 'layout & review' session is the last step before the
final draft of the customer documentation. This session is described in the
COD Report only rudimentary, so further explanation is needed:

The text &pictures produced by the technical writer result in a draft
document.
In practice, a number of iterations is necessary to correct and improve the
draft. For example:

first correction by commercial department and development
group(s).
second correction by development group(s) only.

If required, a translation office will translate the draft.
The translation is sent to a National Sales Organization (NSO), and received
back after correction.

The (translated) draft is judged by a 'Qualification Board' and a 'Release
Board'. Their responsibility is quality control and release approval of the
final draft, respectively.

The final (translated) draft will be stored in an archive.
Automatic conversion can be used to prepare the draft for an output device.
The conversion operator checks the result before production of camera ready
text &pictures.
As a last step, the technical writer checks the camera ready copy.
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10.3. The COD Report: control path.

The main control elements in the COD Report are the 'Document Element
Performance Specification', the 'Release Board', and the 'Qualification
Board'.

10.3.1. The document EPS.

The control information for the document project leader is laid down in the
Document Element Performance Specification (EPS).

The 'Element Performance Specification' covers
general concepts (for example size of binders),
used languages,
time schedules,
required manpower,
and a framework (for example contents on chapter level).

According to the COD Report, the EPS is written by the document project
leader, by means of a library of standard forms. He can find the necessary
data in

the Document User Requirement Specification (constraints for
contents, layout, translations, etc.),
Norms files (company oriented rules for documentation), and
a Service Preparation Plan (checklist for sales and service
backgrounds, planning, cost aspects).

The Doc. URS is written by the Product Management, a group consisting of the
technical and commercial departments. The Standardization Office is
responsible for the Norms files.
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10.3.2. The release board & the qualification board.

The Release Board and the Oualification Board are both committees consisting
of engineers from the departments that are cooperating in the development of
the produc t :

- commercial department,
- development,
- engineering,
- logistics,
- production,
- quality control,
- service.

Concerning User Documentation,

the Oualification Board
comments on a draft proposal,
and is responsible for quality requirements.

the Release Board
releases the final draft.
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11. Userdoc: process analysis and installation.

Following the guidelines of chapters 7 and 8, a process analysis and an
installation in Sherpa DMS can be accomplished for the COD Report: the
Userdoc project.

The results are not treated in this report extensively.

The top level of the SART analysis is given in appendix A.

Appendix B contains:
a diagram of the record structure,
a listing of the release procedures.

Referring to part I of this report, appendix C describes the 'Conversation
of Design' for the Userdoc project.

The backbone of the installation is its release procedure hierarchy:

--> start master release procedure --> finish

slave-l.O
Development

slave-l.1
EPS-Production

slave-1.2 slave-1.3 Translation
Draft-Assembly

II
slave-2.1

General-Assembly
slave-2.2
Target-Dependent-Assembly

\\
slave-3.2
Installation

slave-3.3 slave-3.4
Debugger Cross-Assembler

If #"1
./

slave-4.1 Chapter Vriting

II \\
slave-3.1
System

'~

Figure 11.1. Release procedure hierarchy for the Userdoc project.
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The master release procedure and the slave release procedures at levels 1
2, and 4 are general, and can be applied to every documentation project.

The release procedures of slave level 3 are specific for this installation:
they are based on the EPS-1090 of the PMOS-III project of I&E Eindhoven
(1985).
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12. Testing the installation; role game.

Yhen Sherpa OMS is installed in a design project, the system must be tested
and the users of the OMS must be familiarized with the system.

A role game is a way to test the functioning of a Sherpa installation. The
Userdoc installation has been the subject of a role game.

12.1. Goals of the role game.

The aims for the role game were:

1. Functional test of the Userdoc Sherpa installation.
Is the methodology of the Userdoc project a practical
approach to the development of user documentation?

A significant test of an elaborated installation in Sherpa OMS is
difficult, because several people in separate user classes are
involved and each person must be aware of his responsibilities
in the network of Sherpa release procedures.

2. Sherpa OMS as a tool for guiding a design project.
Using Sherpa in practice, confronting unexperienced users
with Sherpa OMS.

3. Obtain comments from the participants in the role game.
An evaluation of the role game:

How do members of user classes perceive working with
Sherpa OMS?
Do they feel limitations while doing their job?
Future enhancements required in Sherpa OMS?
Requirements for user interfaces?
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12.2. Sherpa OKS environment for the role game.

This section describes the Sherpa OMS environment which was prepared for
the role game.

The Userdoc project has a number of user classes. Only the user classes
having primary importance were represented in the game: document project
leader, technical writer, and author.

The Userdoc project is customized for the development of user manuals for
the Philips 'PMOS-III' product (Philips Microcomputer Development System).
Assembling two chapters of the PMOS-III 'System Manual' was the subject of
the game. The other chapters of 'System Manual' and the chapters for all
other manuals had been prepared in advance.
Furthermore, the requirements for each chapter of the manuals and the
source material (EPS and development data) were available for the author
user class.

The participants in the role game already had some knowledge about the basic
aims and concepts of Sherpa OMS.

Manipulating the Sherpa installation of Userdoc was only possible via the
Sherpa Command Interface (SCI). User interfaces employing windows are
possible, but were not realized at the time of the role game.
The participants in the role game were not familiar with Sherpa OMS
commands. Therefore, a summary of Sherpa OMS record commands had been
prepared in advance as an effort to meet this defect.

The role game was divided in 2 main parts:

A. 1. Two members of the user class 'author' produce the first two
chapters of PMOS-III System Manual and notify the 'technical
wri ter' ,

2. The 'technical writer' executes the 'target dependent
assembly' by binding the relevant chapters (prepared in
advance) together.

B. 1. 'Technical writer' executes 'general assembly', using the
chapters produced in part I.

2. 'Technical writer' and 'document project leader' guide the
draft through correction, qualification and release.
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A1 and A2 can be performed simultaneously, followed by B1 and B2

Time schedule for the role game:

1. Introduction, 30 minutes.
Introduce the methodology for the development of user
documentation as installed in Sherpa DMS, and brief each
participant for his role in the game. Answer questions.

2. Role game, 60 minutes.
For the actual role game 60 minutes were reserved. Less time
would have been ineffective.

3. Evaluation, 30 minutes.

~hile preparing the role game, the following limitations were recognized:

1. Only experienced users can operate the Sherpa Command Interface
efficiently. ~ithout experience, loss of time by SCI syntax
errors and misconceptions is inevitable.

2. It is impossible to test the entire Userdoc installation.
Consequently, a small piece had to be chosen.

3. Very important is the preparation of each role: providing the
participant with information necessary for his role and
background.
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12.3. Course of the role game.

The introduction passed as planned.

As expected, the SCI interface proved to be a major obstacle during the role
game.
Both authors (in part Al of the role game) needed help continually. In 60
minutes, they succeeded in producing one chapter for the System Manual using
a simple release procedure.
The SCI is not the only cause for this, as the list shows:

Problems faced by the authors:

SCI syntax, especially the 'List Record' command.

Forgetting the '/comp' and '/file' qualifiers when issuing a
'update record' command.
~ithout these qualifiers, existing components and files of a
record are not copied to the updated record.

Interpretation of component checks:
understanding that a component check at a level in a release
procedure means adding a (predefined) component to a record
assigned to the release procedure.

Bringing data under Sherpa OMS control:
files (containing data, for example text for a chapter) are
represented in Sherpa OMS by records. The 'Add file' command
creates a pointer to a specified file, and adds that pointer to a
record.

The technical writer (part A2, B1, and B2) had less trouble performing his
job. ~ith a little help (SCI syntax, SCI qualifier '/comp' and '/file'), he
guided the draft through correction up to qualification in 60 minutes.
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12.4. Evaluation.

The comments and remarks given during the evaluation are grouped in the
following sections:

12.4.1
12.4.2

12.4.3
12.4.4

Methodology of Userdoc project,
Design management applied to the development of user
documentation,
Sherpa OMS,
The role game.

12.4.1. Methodology of Userdoc project.

It was stressed that user documentation must be seen as an integral part of
the development of the product: developing product and documentation must be
coupled, they cannot be seen as separate processes.
This is implemented in the Userdoc project by devising connections between
document project leader, development department, and commercial department
in the first phase of the methodology.

12.4.2. Design management applied to the development of user documentation.

In practice, the coordination between document project leader and
development department can be problematic: delivery of source material for
documents by the development department later than agreed, source material
incomplete or wrong, etc.
This situation can be relieved using design management: before the
development process of a product starts, the tasks and responsibilities are
agreed upon and laid down in a design management system. This way,
misunderstandings about delivery of source material can be prevented.

More generally, the advantage of design management lies in the awareness of
the people involved in a development process for WHAT has to be developed
and HOW.

12.4.3. Sherpa DMS.

All participants felt they had obtained a good overview of the concepts of
Sherpa OMS and their implementation.
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Also, they unanimously missed a user interface to Sherpa OMS: SCI details
should be transparent for a OMS user.

A design management system like Sherpa will be effective in larger design
organizations, where several departments and several teams have to
cooperate in the development of a product.
It was agreed, though, that also in smaller organizations dealing with large
amounts of information the administrative functions of Sherpa OMS are
valuable.

Sherpa OMS formalizes a part of the development process. It was recognized
by the participants of the role game that an (unavoidable) 'informal circuit
for consultation' among developers during development should not be blocked
by Sherpa OMS.

As a future enhancement, a coupling of Sherpa OMS to a planning system could
be practical. Planning aspects, for example delivery of source material at a
certain date, are not incorporated in Sherpa OMS.

12.4.4. The role game.

Much time was lost in Sherpa details. Given the lack of a more suitable
user interface, this was unavoidable.

The program for the role game could not be executed completely.
Still, the important concepts of Sherpa OMS became clear to the participants
of the role game: record structures, user classes and release procedures
assigned to a project in a database.
This can be seen as an advantage of the use of the SCI: SCI users are urged
to understand the Sherpa OMS concepts, and follow a 'SCI-trace' in a release
procedure meticulously.
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12.5. Conclusions of the role game.

1. As a functional test for the Userdoc installation, the role game
was limited but valuable.
An important functional requirement for a Sherpa installation is
the coordination between the user classes. The core of this
aspect was tested, and was proved to work satisfactory.

2. A design management system can support the development of user
documentation for professional products. Sherpa OMS is an example
of such a system.

3. A user interface hiding Sherpa details from users is essential.
Lacking this interface, no real experiences were obtained in the
role game about how it feels working with Sherpa DMS.

4. Providing a coupling between Sherpa OMS and a planning system
could mean a step forward for Sherpa design management.
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Conclusions of Part II.

Sherpa DMS.

1. When introducing the design management system Sherpa in a design
organization, two stages can be discerned:

- process analysis,
- installation.

2. Structured Analysis for Real-Time systems (SART) is a suitable
tool to guide a process analysis. Software packages are available
to support SART modelling.

3. No 'ready-to-hand' tools exist for supporting an installation in
Sherpa DMS objects.
Development of a 'Sherpa DMS workbench' is recommended,
integrating

an installation heuristic, possibly based on the
material presented in chapter 8.
a 'Sherpa compiler': compiles SART data to Sherpa DMS
objects.
verification tools: an introduction is given in chapter
10.
tools to support the construction of user interfaces.

4. Checking the consistency of the results of process analysis and
installation is valuable. Formal verification employing algebraic
techniques (like CCS) offers possibilities for calculating this
consistency.
Further research is needed.

5. Testing an installation is difficult: in a practical situation,
many people are involved, and the methodology laid down in an
installation is complex.

6. In an installation, the construction of user interfaces hiding
Sherpa DMS details from users is essential.
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User documentation.

7. Developing user documentation for professional products is a
complex task. Support by a design management system like Sherpa
DMS is functional.

8. The analysis in the I&E report for 'Customer Oriented
Documentation' is a fruitful basis for a Sherpa DMS installation.
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Appendix A: Control flow diagram for the Userdoc project.
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Appendix B.1. Record structure of the Userdoc installation.
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Appendix 8.2. Specification of release procedures for the Userdoc project.

Contents of appendix 8.2.

8.2.1 How to read this appendix. 8 - 3

8.2.2. release procedure userdoc B - 4
B.2.3. release procedure development B - 7
B.2.4. release procedure eps_production B - 8
B.2.S. release procedure draft assembly B - 9-
B.2.6. release procedure general_assembly B - 13
B.2.7. release procedure targ_dep_assmbly 8 - 14
B.2.8. release procedure system B - 1S
B.2.9. release procedure ins talla t ion B - 17
B.2.1D. release procedure debugger B - 19
B.2.ll. release procedure cross assembler B - 21
B.2.12. release procedure chapter_writing B - 23
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B.2.1. How to read this appendix.

The notation for release procedures consists of three columns:

COLUMN 1: COLUMN 2: COLUMN 3:

Level L-1
access: <user class> <privileges>

Vhen a level is reached,
a store is signalled.

List of component
checks and filechecks
(including reference types)
for level L.
Completed checks are
marked in a store.

'It

Notational conventions:

Level L

~ ..

List of external checks
for level L.

Completed checks are
marked in a store.

---L

<----.<1

fb, fu

@

d,e,l,m,p,u

Record specifications:

bound or unlinked component reference
must be read as 'at level'
access privileges: Delete, Export, List, Modify,
Promote, Update.

<record type>\<record name>;@<level name>

General:

Vhen a record is underlined, the record is assigned to a release procedure.
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B.2.2. Release procedure Userdoc.

The release procedure Userdoc consists of three parts:

A.

B.
c.

PART A.

specification of planning and general concepts of the draft in
the Element Performance Specification (eps\pmdsIII) and
gathering of source material for the documents
(development_data\pmdsIII),
creation of the draft, in this case 'draft\pmdsIII',
creation of translated versions of the draft, for example
'draft\pmdsIII_english'.

o. doc_manager\pmdsIII;@base
doc_proj_leader elmpu

1. development data\pmdsIII;
@available /b

'---------.,)
I

J,

1. developm_leader
2. doc_proj leader

<------'

1. doc_manager\pmdsIII;@start
doc_proj_leader elmpu

1. eps\pmdsIII;@complete /b
2. development-data\pmdsIII;

@stored /b

'---------,)

I

J

1. developm_leader
2. comm_dep_leader
3. doc_proj_leader

< ---...J

2. doc_manager\pmdsIII;@edit
doc proj_leader elmpu
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PART B. 2. doc_manager\pmdsIII;@edit
doc_proj_leader elmpu

1. draft\pmdsIII;@final /b

I
V

'--------...,)
I

.}

1. technical writer
2. doc_proj_leader

<.---_----1

3. doc_manager\pmdsIII;@draft_final
doc_proj_leader elmpu

1. draft\pmdsIII;@qualified /b

'-------)

I

J;

1. qualif_board
2. doc_proj_leader

<.---_--1

4. doc_manager\pmdsIII;@draft_qualified
doc_proj_leader elmpu

1. draft\pmdsIII;@released /b

'-------)
I

}

1. release board
2. doc_proj_leader

<---_--1

5. doc_manager\pmdsIII;@draft_released
doc_proj_leader elmpu

1. draft\pmdsIII;@release-stored /b

'----------,)

"v

I

~
<, ----1

6. doc_manager\pmdsIII;@draft_stored
doc_proj_leader elmpu
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PART C. 6. doc_manager\pmdsIII;@draft_stored
doc_proj_leader elmpu

1. translated-draft\pmdsllI-english;
@final /b

I
'"
'----------,>

I

-t

1. transl office
2. nso
3. doc_proj_leader

*
<------'

7. doc_manager\pmdsIII;@transl_final
doc_proj_leader elmpu

1. translated-draft\pmdsllI-english;
@qualified /b

L...- ....,> I

J,

1. qualif_board
2. doc_proj_leader

<------'

8. doc manager\pmdsIII;@transl_qualif
doc_proj_leader elmpu

1. translated-draft\pmdsllI-english; I
@released /b I

I
\It \1/

1. release board
2. doc_proj_leader

'----------,>
I

,j; <-------'

9. doc_manager\pmdsIII;@transl_released
doc_proj_leader elmpu

1. translated-draft\pmdsllI-english;
@release-stord /b

I
w

I
'---------,> J <, -J

10. doc_manager\pmdsIII;@transl_rel stord
t doc_proj leader elmpu

11.doc_manager\pmdsIII;@top_level doc_proj leader p
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B.2.3. Release procedure Development.

Interface to the development department.

o. development_data\pmdsIII;@base
developm_leader elpu

1. raw_text\pmdsIII /u
2. raw_pictures\pmdsIII /u

L....- ....,>

*'
I

t

1. developm_leader

I
>k

<.-------'

1. development_data\pmdsIII;@available
developm_leader elpu

1. developm_leader
2. archive_manager

I
{ <-----'

2. development_data\pmdsIII;@stored
developm_leader elpu

3. development_data\pmdsIII;@top_level
developm_leader p
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B.2.4. Release procedure Eps-Production.

Create the Element Performance Specification.

O. eps\pmdsIII;@base
doc_proj_leader delmpu

1. spp_checklist\* /b
2. doc urs'* /b
3. norms'* /b

*
'-------....,)

I

~
( ....J

1. filecheck

'----------,)

1. eps\pmdsIII;@start
doc_proj_leader elmpu

'*
( ...J

2. eps\pmdsIII;@complete
doc_proj_leader delmpu

eps\pmdsIII;@top_level
doc_proj_leader p
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B.2.s. Release procedure Draft_Assembly.

Create and assemble (target dependent) draft(s).

Three parts can be discerned in this release procedure:

A.
B.
C.

PART A.

Assembly of a draft, e.g. draft\pmdsIII,
First and second correction of the draft,
Qualification and release of a draft.

o. draft\pmdsIII;@base
technical writer elmpu

1. doc manager\pmdslllj@edit /b

"---------,)

I
I
I
I

L

I

}

1. technical writer
2. doc_proj_leader

<----_.....

1. draft\pmdsIII;@start
technical writer elmpu

1. manual type
general manual\pmdsIII;@assembled
2. manual type
targ dep manual\pmdsIII;

@assembled /b

"------)

I
I

/b I
I
I
I
I
\j/

I

-!t

1. doc_proj_leader
2. technical writer

< ----J

2. draft\pmdsIII;@assembled
technical writer elmpu
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PART B. 2. draft\pmdsIII;@assembled
technical writer elmpu

1. comment_on_draft\pmdsIII Ib
2. notcorrected
general manual\pmdsIII;@base Ib
3. notcorrected
targ dep manual\pmdsIII;

@base Ib

L.....- ---:> I

J;

1. technical writer
2. developm_leader
3. comm_dep_leader

(---_-....1

3. draft\pmdsIII;@first_corr
technical writer elmpu

1. corrected once
general manual\pmdsIII;@assembled
2. corrected once
targ dep manual\pmdsIII;

@assembled Ib

L.....- >

I
I

Ib I
I
I
I
I

\1/

I

Jr

1. technical writer

I
I
I
I
j/

( -....1

4. draft\pmdsIII;@corrected_once
technical writer elmpu
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4. draft\pmdsIII;@corrected_once
technical writer elmpu

1. comm_on_cor_drft\pmdsIII /b
2. notcorrected 2
general manual\pmdsIII;@base /b
3. notcorrected 2
targ dep manual\pmdsIII;

@base /b

'--------~>

I

¥

1. technical writer
2. developm_leader

I
I
I
I
\V

<,------'

5. draft\pmdsIII;@second_corr

1. corrected twice
general manual\pmdsIII;@assembled /b
2. corrected twice
targ dep manual\pmdsIII;

@assembled /b

I
'--------:> ..y

technical writer elmpu

1. technical writer

I
I
I
I
j/

<-------'

6. draft\pmdsIII;@final
technical writer elmpu
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PART C. 6. draft\pmdsIII;@final
technical writer elmpu

1. doc_proj_leader
2. qual if_board
3. technical writer

I

J,
< ----1

7. draft\pmdsIII;@qualified
technical writer elmpu

I
I
I
I
I

)II

I

J,

1. doc_proj_leader
2. release board
3. technical writer

<-------'

8. draft\pmdsIII;@released
technical writer elmpu

1. archive_manager
2. technical writer

I

.v <.-------'

9. draft\pmdsIII;@release_stored
technical writer p
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B.2.6. Release procedure General_Assembly.

o. general_manual\pmdsIII;@base
technical writer elmpu

1. system manual\pmdsIII;
@assembled /b

2. install manual\pmdsIII;
@assembled /b

'-----------,>
I

J

1. technical writer

< ...J

1. general_manual\pmdsIII;@assembled
technical writer elmpu

2. general_manual\pmdsIII;@top_level
technical writer p
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8.2.7. Release procedure Targ_Dep_Assembly.

o. targ_dep_manual\pmdsIII;@base
technical writer elmpu

1- debugger manual\pmdsIII 68000; 1- technical writer
@assembled /b

2. debugger manual\pmdsIII 8051 ; I
@assembled /b I

3. debugger manual\pmdsIII 8086; I
@assembled /b I

4. x assmblr manual\pmdsIII 68000; I
@assembled /b I

5. x assmblr manual\pmdsIII 8051; I
@assembled /b I

6. x assmblr manual\pmdsIII 8086; I
@assembled /b I

I
"f *' \V

I

> J <

1. targ dep_manual\pmdsIII;@assembled
technical writer elmpu

2. targ_dep_manual\pmdsIII;@top_level
technical writer p
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B.2.8. Release procedure System.

Create System Manual\pmdsIII

O. system_manual\pmdsIII;@base
technical writer elmpu

1. general manual\pmdsIII;@base /b

'--------.,)
J

~

1. system_manual\pmdsIIII;@start
technical writer elmpu

l. chapter pmdsIII\S applications; l. technical writer
@complete /b

2. chapter pmdsIII\S hw architecture; I
@complete /b I

3. chapter pmdsIII\S sw architecture; I
@complete /b I

4. chapter pmdsIII\S options; I
@complete /b I

I
\II' 't' -¥

I
) J,- <

2. system_manual\pmdsIII;@chaptr_prduction
technical writer delmpu
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2. system_manual\pmdsIII;@chaptr_prduction
technical writer delmpu

I
l. chapter pmdsIII\S index; I l. technical writer

@complete Ib I
I I

'l!I \V r

I
;> -¥ <

3. system_manual\pmdsIII;@index_generation
technical writer delmpu

4. system_manual\pmdsIII;@assembled
technical writer p
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B.2.9. Release procedure Installation.

Create Installation Manual\pmdsIII

o. install_manual\pmdsIII;@base
technical writer elmpu

I
1. general manual\pmdsIII;@base /b I

I
if 'k

I

'------.,> J

1. install_manual\pmdsIIII;@start
technical writer elmpu

1. chapter pmdsIII\I introduction; 1. technical writer
@complete /b

2. chapter pmdsIII\I installation;
@complete /b

3. chapter pmdsIII\I options;
@complete /b

4. chapter pmdsIII\I specifications;
@complete /b

'!/ 't ..v

I

> } <

2. install manual\pmdsIII;@chaptr_prduction
technical writer delmpu
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2. install_manual\pmdsIII;@chaptr_prduction
technical writer delmpu

1. chapter pmdsIII\I index;
@complete /b

I
l!/

"--------,)

I
J,

1. technical writer

I
r

( -.J

3. install_manual\pmdsIII;@index_generation
technical writer delmpu

4. install_manual\pmdsIII;@assembled
technical writer p
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B.2.10. Release procedure Debugger.

Create Debugger Manual\pmdsIII

O. debugger_manual\pmdsIII;@base
technical writer elmpu

1. targ dep manual\pmdsIII;@base /b

L....- > I

J,

1. debugger_manual\pmdsIIII;@start
technical writer elmpu

l. chapter pmdsIII\DB introduction; l. technical writer-
@complete /b

2. chapter pmdsIII\DB get started; I
@complete /b I

3. chapter pmdsIII\DB reference; I
@complete /b I

4. chapter pmdsIII\DB mab spec; I
@complete /b I

5. chapter pmdsIII\DB ref cards; I
@complete /b I

I
)jI w W

I

> W <

2. debugger_manual\pmdsIII;@chaptr_prduction
technical writer delmpu
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2. debugger_manual\pmdsIII;@chaptr_prduction
technical writer delmpu

1. chapter pmdsIII\DB index;
@complete /b

'--------:>
I

}

1. technical writer

I
]/

<. ...J

3. debugger_manual\pmdsIII;@index_generation
technical writer delmpu

4. debugger_manual\pmdsIII;@assembled
technical writer p
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B.2.11. Release procedure Cross Assembler.

Create Cross Assembler Hanual\pmdsIII

O. x_assmblr_manual\pmdsIII;@base
technical writer elmpu

I
1. targ dep manual\pmdsIII;@base /b I

I
w ¥

I
L.....- > ~

1. x_assmblr_manual\pmdsIIII;@start
technical writer elmpu

1- chapter pmdsIII\XA introduction; 1- technical writer
@complete /b

2. chapter pmdsIII\XA getting going;
@complete /b

3. chapter pmdsIII\XA start with;
@complete /b

4. chapter pmdsIII\XA pcp principles;
@complete /b

5. chapter pmdsIII\XA reference;
@complete /b

""
"t \V

I

> ~ <

2. x_assmblr_manual\pmdsIII;@chaptr_prduction
technical writer delmpu
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2. x_assmblr_manual\pmdsIII;@chaptr_prduction
technical writer delmpu

I
1- chapter pmdsIII\XA index; I 1- technical writer-

@complete /b I
I I

-J( j/ *'
I

> ~ <

3. x assmblr_manual\pmdsIII;@index_generation
technical writer delmpu

4. x assmblr_manual\pmdsIII;@assembled
technical writer p
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B.2.12. Release procedure Chapter_Vriting.

Create chapters and indexes.

o. chapter_pmdsIII\*;@base
author elmpu
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Appendix C. Conversation for design.

C.l. Boy to read this appendix.

In part I, chapter 3 (Design act theory), the meaning of 'conversation for
design' is explained, and a simplified example is given.

This appendix states the conversation for design of the Userdoc project.

Glossary of notation for appendix C:

DR design request
DA design accept

RR result report
RA result acknowledge
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C.2. Userdoc: Conversation for design.

doc_proj_leader technical writer

I" DR:
4DA:

eRR:

RA:

eps
eps:

spp_checklist\*
doc urs\*
norms\*
eps\pmdsIII

eps\pmdsIII;
@complete

eps\pmdsIII;
@complete

developm_leader

RA: development_data ~(-----------

\pmdsIII;@available

RA: development_data ~<----------

\pmdsIII;@stored

DR: development data -------------J<) DA: development_data:
raw_text\pmdsIII
raw_pictures\pmdsIII

RR: development_data\
pmdsIII;@available
{store data}

RR: development_data
\pmdsIII;@stored

DR: draft\pmdsIII ---~) DA: draft\pmdsIII:
-general_manual\pmdsIII
1.system_manual\pmdsIII
2.install_manual\pmdsIII
-targ_dep_manual\pmdsIII --------------------
1.debugger_manual\ author_i (i=1,2,3 .. )

pmdsIII --------------------
2.x assmblr manual\

pmdsIII author_l:
DR: chapter_pmdsIII\* ~ DA: chapter_pmdsIII\

S introduction
author 2:

---7DA: chapter_pmdsIII\
I introduction

{design accepts for
all chapters}
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author 1:
RA: chapter_pmdsIII\*; ~ RR: chapter_pmdsIII\

@complete S_introduction;@complete
author 2:

f- RR: chapter_pmdsIII\
I_introduction;@complete

{result reports for
all chapters}

developm_leader,
comm_dep_leader

DR: comment on draft ~ DA: comment on draft
RA: comment on draft ~ RR: comment on draft

DR: first correction
(correction by
authors}

RA: first correction developm_leader

comment on corr draft

--~? DA:
comment on corr draft
RR:
comment on corr draft

(

DR:
comment on corr draft- -
RA:

DR: second correction
{correction by
authors}

RA: secondcorrection

RA: draft\pmdsIII; ~(---- RR: draft\pmdsIII;
@final @final qualification board

-----7-) DA: qualify
draft\pmdsIII;@final

RR: qualified

DR: qualify draft ~ DA: qualify draft
DR: qualify
draft\pmdsIII;@final
RA: qualified ~<----
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RA: draft\pmdsIII ~(-

@qualified

DR: release draft ~

RR: draft\pmdsIII;
@qualified

DA: release draft
DR: release )
draft\pmdsIII;@qualified
RA: released ~(------

release board

DA: release
draft\pmdsIII;@qualified
RR: released

RA: draft\pmdsIII; <.--- RR: draft\pmdsIII;
@released @released

DR: store draft
transla te draft.

, •• # ,
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U1=
U11=

US=
US1=

U2=
U21=
U3=

Appendix D. Behaviour expressions for the subprocesses.

1. Subprocess Userdoc.

inputs: development data@available, development_data@stored1,
eps@complete, draft@final, draft@qualified, draft@released,
draft@release_stored, developm_leader_signoff,
doc_proj_leader_signoff, technical_writer_signoff,
release_board_signoff

outputs: doc_manager@start, doc_manager@edit, draft_ready
responsibility: doc_proj_leader

Behaviour equations:
Userdoc= development data@available?: developm_leader_signoff?:

doc_proj_leader_signoff?: doc_proj_leader_prom: U1
doc_manager@start!: U11
development_data@stored1?: eps@complete?:
developm_leader_signoff?: doc_proj_leader_signoff?:
doc_proj_leader_prom: U2
doc_manager@edit!: U21
draft@final?: technical_writer_signoff?: doc_proj_leader_prom: U3
draft@released?: doc_proj_leader_signoff?:
release_board_signoff?: doc_proj_leader_prom: U4
draft@release_stored?: doc_proj_leader_signoff?:
doc_proj_leader_prom: US
draft_ready!: US1
doc_proj_leader_prom: Userdoc

2. Subprocess EPS-production.

inputs: doc_manager@start, eps, eps_writer_signoff,
doc_proj_leader_signoff

outputs: eps@complete
responsibility: eps_writer

Behaviour equations:
EPS_production= doc_manager@start?: eps_writer_prom: E1
E1 7 eps?: doc_proj_leader?: eps_writer?: eps_writer_prom: E2
E2= eps@complete!: E3
E3= eps_writer_prom: EPS_production
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D1=
D11=
D2=
D21=

3. Subprocess Development.

inputs: raw_text, raw_pictures, archive_manager_signoff,
developm_leader_signoff

outputs: development_data@available, development_data@stored1,
development_data@stored2

responsibility: developm_leader

Behaviour equations:
Development= raw_text?: raw_pictures?: developm_leader_signoff?:

developm_leader_prom: D1
development_data@available!: D11
archive_manager_signoff?: developm_leader prom: D2
development_data@stored1!: development_data@stored2!: D21
developm_leader_prom: Development

4. Subprocess Draft-Assembly.

inputs: doc_manager@edit, manual@assembled, developm_leader_signoff,
technical_writer_signoff, archive_manager_signoff,
release_board_signoff

outputs: draft@final, draft@released, draft@release_stored
responsibility: technical_writer

Behaviour equations:
Draft_Assembly= doc_manager@edit?: technical_writer_signoff?:

doc_proj_leader_signoff?: technical_writer_prom: DA1
DA1= manual@assembled?: technical_writer_signoff?:

doc_proj_leader_signoff?: technical_writer_prom: DA2
DA2= draft@final! :DA21
DA21= doc_proj_leader_signoff?: release_board_signoff?:

technical_writer_prom: DA3
DA3= draft@released!: DA31
DA31= archive_manager_signoff?: technical_writer_prom: DA4
DA4= draft@release_stored!: DA41
DA41= technical_writer_prom: Draft_Assembly
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5. Subprocess Manual.

inputs: development_data@stored2, manual, author_signoff
outputs: manual@assembled
responsibility: author

Behaviour equations:
Manual=
Ml=
M2=
M21=

development data@stored2:
manual?: author_signoff?:
manual@assembled!: M21
author_prom: Manual

author_prom: Ml
author_prom: M2

6. User Class subprocesses.

Every user class is represented by a single behaviour expression:

<user class>= <user class>_signoff!: <user class>
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